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Abstract
We define a 1-cocycle in the space of long knots that is a natural gener-
alisation of the Kontsevich integral seen as a 0-cocycle. It involves a 2-form
that generalises the Knizhnik–Zamolodchikov connection. Similarly to the
Kontsevich integral, it lives in a space of chord diagrams of the same kind as
those that make the principal parts of Vassiliev’s 1-cocycles. Moreover, up to
a change of variable similar to the one that led Birman–Lin to discover the
4T relations, we show that the relations defining our space, which allow the
integral to be finite and invariant, are dual to the maps that define Vassiliev’s
cohomology in degree 1.
To Joan S Birman
To the memory of Xiao-Song Lin
Since Vassiliev [21] and Hatcher [12] (followed by Budney [4] and Budney–
Cohen [5]) introduced an interest for the topology of the space of knots, it
is remarkable how few attempts have been made to build actual realisations
of 1-cocycles—the simplest topological invariants after classical “knot invari-
ants”, and at the same time how different these attempts have been from
each other: see [22], [20, 19], [15, 16], [9, 10, 11]. This is not the first attempt
to build 1-cocycles by means of integrals: Sakai’s method in [20, 19] uses
configuration space integrals—see also [6, 3]. We use a different method that
follows closely the original work of Kontsevich [13]. At a categorical level,
the present approach is related to the work of Cirio and Faria Martins on the
categorification of the Knizhnik–Zamolodchikov connection [8]. This aspect
shall be developed in a forthcoming paper.
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1 Spaces of chord diagrams
Definition 1.1. A chord is an unordered pair of distinct real numbers. All
kinds of chord diagrams that we are about to define are regarded up to
positive homeomorphisms of R, and are graded by the number of chords.
A (linear) chord diagram is a set of finitely many pairwise disjoint chords.
A V -diagram is the datum of a chord diagram, together with a “V ”:
three points in R distinct from each other and from the endpoints of existing
chords, together with a choice of two out of the three possible chords to link
them. A chord disjoint from the V is called ordinary.
A V 2-diagram is either of two things:
• a chord diagram with two additional disjoint V ’s;
• a chord diagram with four additional distinct points in R, linked by
chords which together form a spanning tree of the complete graph on
four vertices.
Remark 1.1. In [21], V -diagrams appear in the boundary of what is defined
there as p3, 2, . . . , 2q-configurations, while V 2-diagrams appear respectively
in p3, 3, 2, . . . , 2q and p4, 2, . . . , 2q-configurations.
The graded completion of the vector space freely generated by chord di-
agrams (respectively, V - and V 2-diagrams) over C is denoted by D0 (respec-
tively, D1 and D2). The quotient of D0 by (series of) 1T and 4T relations,
where the Kontsevich integral lives, is denoted by A0. The rest of this sec-
tion is devoted to define relations on D1 that will yield the quotient A1 with
which we will work from then on.
1.1 1T and 2T relations
A V -diagram is set to 0 when it has an ordinary chord ta, bu such that no
other chords have endpoints in the interval pa, bq (Figure 1a). This is still
called the 1T relation, by analogy with the 1T relation in A0.
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Remark 1.2. In the settings of the Kontsevich integral, the 1T relation is
usually stated in terms of chords which do not intersect other chords. In fact,
in D0 modulo 4T, the two versions are equivalent because of [1, Theorem 7].
This equivalence is not expected to hold in the present case in D1. However,
in both settings, neither the good properties of the integral nor the equations
yielded by Vassiliev’s spectral sequence require more than the local version.
The 2T relation affects such isolated chords that participate in a V . Given
a chord diagram and a choice of an endpoint of a chord, there are two ways
to attach an isolated chord to this endpoint and form a V -diagram. The sum
of these two V -diagrams is set to 0 (Figure 1b)1.
paq pbq
“ 0 ` “ 0
Figure 1: 1T and 2T relations. The second chord of the V can land anywhere
outside the visible area.
1.2 16T and 28T relations
To simplify the writing, we recall the notion of linking number for finite
subsets of R. This notion is essential in Birman–Lin’s rewriting of Vassiliev’s
equations in [2]. It is also an ingredient of the boundary maps in [15].
Definition 1.2. Let P and P 1 be two disjoint finite subsets of R, with P 1 of
cardinality 2: P 1 “ ta, bu. The linking number of P and P 1 is
lkpP, P 1q “ p´1qPXra,bs.
Consider a usual chord diagram and pick four points in RzŤ tchordsu,
labelled from 1 to 4 according to the orientation of R. There are 16 ways to
complete this into a V 2-diagram, represented by trees as shown in Figure 2.
Each of these V 2-diagrams can be desingularised into a V -diagram in
either 6 ways (for the first four diagrams on Figure 2) or 4 ways (for the
remaining twelve), by which the tree is split into a V and an ordinary chord.
1As usual when several incomplete diagrams are represented within the same equation,
it is implied that they are all identical outside the visible area.
3
Figure 2: The 16 spanning trees of the complete graph on 4 vertices. The
vertices are ordered as follows:
1
2 3
4
Notation 1.1. By each of the 16 graphs in Figure 2 we mean the linear com-
bination of all possible desingularisations of the corresponding V 2-diagram,
where the coefficient for each summand is the product of two signs:
• p´1qk where k is the label of the vertex where the desingularisation has
occurred;
• lkpP, P 1q where P and P 1 are the V and the ordinary chord that result
from the desingularisation.
The 16T and 28T relations are as shown in Figure 4. For comparison,
the usual 4T relations with the present notations are shown in Figure 3.
` “ 0
` “ 0
Figure 3: The usual 4T relations. The vertices are ordered as follows:
1
2
3
Remark 1.3. The three 28T relations as they are presented here look like
they can be obtained from each other by moving the point at infinity (and
applying the second 16T relation where necessary). However, this fails when
the relations are presented in extended fashion, with 28 V 2-diagrams, because
the linking numbers involved actually depend on the point at infinity. The
independence in the case of the usual 4T relations is related with the 1-1
correspondence between long knots and compact knots. There is no such
correspondence at the level of higher degree (co)cycles.
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` ` ` “ 0
´ ` ´ “ 0
` ` ´ “ 0
Figure 4: The three 16T relations. Each diagram brings four terms (see
Notation 1.1).
` ` ` ` ` “ 0
` ` ` ` ` “ 0
` ` ` ` ` “ 0
Figure 5: The three 28T relations. In each relation the first two diagrams
bring six terms each and the other diagrams four terms each (see Nota-
tion 1.1). Three other similar relations are yielded by these, involving the
other three possible couples of 3-leaved trees.
1.3 4ˆ4T relations
Consider again a usual chord diagram and now pick two disjoint triples of
points in RzŤ tchordsu, labelling from 1 to 3 the vertices of the triple which
owns the least of all six numbers, and from 4 to 6 the other three2, again
according to the orientation of R. Each triple can be completed into a V in
3 different ways, which makes nine different V 2-diagrams in total.
2This lexicographical order is to be compared with the one that defines the co-
orientation of the spaces χpΓd, Jq, and therefore the ingredient ζ of the incidence signs in
the spectral sequence, in [21, Chapter V, Sections 3.3.4 and 3.3.6].
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The 4ˆ4T relations are then built as follows. Pick any couple of 4T
relators as presented in Figure 3—there are four such couples, for example
` first and then ` . Now expand the formal product of these
relators, and set it to 0: in the example, one obtains
`` ` “ 0.
Each two-component diagram stands for the alternating sum of all four ways
to desingularise the corresponding V 2-diagram into a V -diagram, where the
coefficient of each summand is the product of
• p´1qlabel of the desingularised vertex according to the scheme 1
2
3 4
5
6
• lkpP, P 1q where P and P 1 are the resulting two ordinary chords.
2 The integral Z1 for paths of Morse knots
A long knot is a smooth embedding Rx Ñ R3 » Cz ˆRt that coincides with
x ÞÑ p0;xq outside a compact set3. All knots considered here are long knots,
so that the word “long” will be omitted most of the time. A long knot in
generic position with respect to the projection Cz ˆRt Ñ Rt will be called a
Morse knot. This projection will be referred to as “the Morse function”. For
a given point in R3, the value of the projection is called its altitude.
2.1 Main formula
The reader is assumed to be familiar with the concepts involved in the defini-
tion of the Kontsevich integral introduced in [13]. See [1, 7, 14] and references
therein for a complete and excellent introduction.
For n P N, n ě 2, we consider the unbounded closed simplex
∆n “ tpt1, . . . , tnq P Rn | t1 ď . . . ď tnu
and its boundary B∆n “ Ťn´1i“1 ∆ni , where
∆ni “ tpt1, . . . , tnq P ∆n | ti “ ti`1u
The usual orientation of Rn induces an orientation on ∆n, which in turn
induces an orientation on B∆n. Each face of ∆n can be parametrised by
∆n´1 via duplication of the i-th coordinate. When doing so in order to
3The letter x will stand for the parameter of a knot, while t is saved for the altitude of
a point in R3.
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integrate over B∆n, a sign p´1qi´1 appears to account for the orientation4.
Definition 2.1. Let µ : ra, bs ˆ R Ñ R3 » C ˆ R be a smooth path in the
space of Morse knots. We define Z1pµq P A1 by the formula:
8ÿ
n“1
1
p2ipiqn`1
ż
ra,bsˆB∆n`1
ÿ
applicable pairings
M “   zj, z1j((
p´1qÓpMqDM
n`1ľ
j“1
dzj ´ dz1j
zj ´ z1j
where
• for a given φ P ra, bs, and a given t on the face ∆n`1i , an applicable
pairing consists of a collection of pairs of complex numbers zj ‰ z1j,
such that
– for every j, pzj, tjq and pz1j, tjq lie on the knot µφ,
– zi “ zi`1,
– pz1i, tiq ă pz1i`1, ti`1q in the order induced by the knot’s orienta-
tion.5
• DM is the V -diagram naturally corresponding to M and µφ.
• Ó pMq stands for the number of points pzp1qj , tjq located on decreasing
branches of the knot µφ. The point pzi, tiq “ pzi`1, ti`1q contributes
only once.
Some remarks on the definition
If we rewrite the differential forms in terms of dφ and the dtj, and then
develop the product, we see that the factor providing the dφ part has to be
either the i-th or the i ` 1-st, because besides φ the two forms at this level
depend on the same dti.
Hence, when a part of the knot moves, the integral measures it through
the V ’s. But during these times the steady parts also contribute, via ordinary
chords. However, over the times when all the knot stays still, or when the
only moving parts are within Cz-planes that the knot meets only once, then
the integral is formally 0.
The 2T relation, together with Arnold’s lemma, imply that no V -diagram
with an isolated V can ever contribute non-trivially to Z1.
4Assuming the convention “outer normal^BX ” X ” for the orientation of a boundary.
5The last two conditions mean that the two chords at the levels i and i`1 should form
a V , and the corresponding differential forms are ordered lexicographically.
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Lemma 2.1. The integral Z1pµq is absolutely convergent.
Proof. The ˘8 bounds of the integration domain are not a problem because
the range of t-values that bring non-trivial contributions is bounded for each
knot, and uniformly so since the range of φ is compact.
The rest of the proof is similar to the case of the Kontsevich integral.
The only new case consists of a singularity brought by an isolated chord
that participates in a V . It is solved by the 2T relation: indeed, when put
together, the contributions of the two diagrams become, up to sign:ż
. . .^ ωij ^ pωjk ´ ωikq ^ . . .
where ti, ju is the isolated chord. By Arnold’s lemma, this amounts toż
. . .^ ωik ^ ωjk ^ . . .
where both small denominators have disappeared.
2.2 A formula for braids
If we isolate a chunk of the integration domain, of the form
Π “
"
pφ; t1, . . . , tnq P ra, bs ˆ Rn
ˇˇˇˇ
φmin ď φ ď φmax
tmin ď t1 ă . . . ă tn ď tmax
*
so that the path has no critical Morse points between these values, then
this part can be seen as a moving braid with loose endpoints:
β : rφmin, φmaxs ˆ rtmin, tmaxs Ñ Cpz∆
where p is the number of strands (note that p has to be odd).
Thus we can afford a compact formula like the one given by Lescop in
[14]. Recall the formal Knizhnik–Zamolodchikov connection
Ωp “ 12ipi
ÿ
1ďiăjďp
Γij ωij
where the Γij are the 1-chord diagrams on p vertical strands and ωij is the
1-form d logpzi ´ zjq on Cpz tbig diagonalu.
Similarly, we let Γijk, where i, j and k are distinct, stand for the chord
diagram on p strands with a chord ti, ju and a chord tj, ku at the same
altitude.
The set of couples ti, ju with 1 ď i ‰ j ď p is endowed with the lexico-
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graphical order. For p ě 3 we define the 2-form (see Figure 6)
Λp “ 1p2ipiq2
ÿ
ti,juătj,ku
Γijk ωij ^ ωjk
ω12 ^ ω13 ` ω12 ^ ω23 ` ω13 ^ ω23
1 2 3 1 2 3 1 2 3
1
p2ipiq2
»————–
fiffiffiffiffifl
Figure 6: The 2-form Λ3
The integral is then defined over Π by the formula
Z1pβq “
8ÿ
n“1
ż
Π
nÿ
i“1
p´1qi´1
nľ
j“1
„
pβ ˝ pidˆ prjqq˚
ˆ
Λp if j “ i
Ωp otherwise
˙
Note that a version of 16T, 28T and 4ˆ4T relations can be naturally
defined on V -diagrams based on n strands, in a way that is compatible with
the operation of connecting the strands from 1 to n into a single line.
2.3 Cocyclicity of Z1
Theorem 2.2. Z1 is a 1-cocycle in the space of Morse knots.
Proof. Let H be a smooth map r0, 1sˆra, bsˆRÑ CˆR such that for every
ψ P r0, 1s and every φ P ra, bs the map Hpψ, φ, ¨q is a Morse knot, and the
knots Hpψ, a, ¨q and Hpψ, b, ¨q do not depend on ψ. The assertion is that
Z1pHp1, ¨, ¨qq “ Z1pHp0, ¨, ¨qq.
The conditions above imply that all knots Hpψ, φ, ¨q have the same num-
ber c of Morse critical points and allow us to define c smooth maps of the
form
T : r0, 1s ˆ ra, bs Ñ R
such that for every pψ, φq P r0, 1s ˆ ra, bs, T pψ, φq is a critical point of
Hpψ, φ, ¨q.
Similarly to the proof of the invariance of the Kontsevich integral, we
use Stokes’ theorem. On the left-hand side, we have 0 as we integrate exact
forms. On the right-hand side, the boundary of the integration domain is
made of the following parts:
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• ψ “ 0 or ψ “ 1: contributes Z1pHp1, ¨, ¨qq ´ Z1pHp0, ¨, ¨qq.
• φ “ a or φ “ b: no contribution because the two differential forms coming
from a V are collinear (both multiples of the same dti) along these faces
since there is no dependency on ψ or φ, so their exterior product vanishes.
• tj “ tj`1 “ tj`2 for some j: no contribution because Ωn^Λn´Λn^Ωn “ 0
(see Appendix B).
• tj “ tj`1 and tk “ tk`1 for some j and some k with j`1 ă k. The different
contributions to this stratum cancel out by the 4ˆ4T relations.
• tj “ T pψ, φq, meaning the j-th level reaches a critical point:
– if only one branch of the knot near the critical point is involved in the
j-th graph component, then this piece of boundary cancels off with
the similar part of the integral that involves the other branch.
– if the two branches are involved and the j-th component is an ordinary
chord, then the contribution vanishes because of the 1T relation.
– in case of a V whose tips occupy each one of the branches, there is
no contribution since the two chords of the V both bring the same
differential form on this piece of boundary.
– the two remaining cases—of a V one of whose chords links the two
branches—can be grouped together thanks to the 2T relation, and
cancel out because of Arnold’s lemma.
2.4 Elementary functoriality
The space of knots acts on paths via left and right connected sum: if K1
and K2 are (Morse) knots and µ is a path of (Morse) knots, then K1#µ#K2
is the path µ performed with two steady factors K1 and K2 on the left and
on the right respectively. Similarly the space D1 of V -diagrams is endowed
with a structure of D0-bimodule, with operations defined by left and right
concatenation. This fails to descend into an A0-bimodule stucture on A1,
because the classical 4T relations that define A0 do not hold a priori in
A1. However, a weaker version of these relations holds in A1 as shown by
Theorem 3.3.
Let K and K˜ be two Morse knots that are isotopic within the space of
Morse knots. Let us denote by ZpKq the pre-Kontsevich integral of K in
D0{ t1T relationsu, so that ZpKq ´ ZpK˜q is zero modulo 4T. Let ZpKq “
ZpK˜q P A0 denote the class of ZpKq modulo 4T. In other words, Z is the
Kontsevich integral for Morse knots, without the corrective term Zp8q´c{2.
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Lemma 2.3.
(a) If µ1 and µ2 are paths in the space of Morse knots such that the com-
position µ1 ¨ µ2 makes sense, then
Z1pµ1 ¨ µ2q “ Z1pµ1q ` Z1pµ2q
In particular, for any path µ,
Z1pµ´1q “ ´Z1pµq
(b) If K and K˜ are isotopic Morse knots as above, and if γ is a loop in the
space of Morse knots, then
pZpKq ´ ZpK˜qqZ1pγq “ 0 P A1
so that the product ZpKqZ1pγq is well-defined in A1. Similarly the
product Z1pγqZpKq is well-defined in A1.
(c) Given K1, K2 and γ as above, one has
Z1pK1#γ#K2q “ ZpK1qZ1pγqZpK2q
Proof. Point (a) follows from the additivity property of integrals. The Fubini
theorem gives a pre-version of (c),
Z1pK1#µ#K2q “ ZpK1qZ1pµqZpK2q
after one notices that because K1 and K2 are steady, no V will contribute
non-trivially at their levels. Point (b) and subsequently (c) now follow from
the application of Z1 to the trivial loop depicted in Figure 7.
L
K
L
K
L
K˜
L
K˜
K#γÝÝÝÝÝÝÑ
K˜#γ´1ÐÝÝÝÝÝÝ
Ò Ó
Figure 7: L denotes the knot γp0q. This loop is trivial within the space of
Morse knots, hence Z1 vanishes. The vertical arrows are inverse of each other
(pick any path from K to K˜ and connect it with L), so their contributions
to Z1 cancel out.
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3 The corrected integral Zˆ1
3.1 Zˆ1 on paths of Morse knots
Recall the correction that allows the Kontsevich integral to be a knot invari-
ant outside the class of Morse knots:
ZˆpKq “ ZpKq
Zp8qc{2
where c is the number of Morse critical points of K and the symbol 8 stands
for a hump (see Fig. 8).
Cz
0
Rt
Figure 8: The hump, a Morse unknot with two critical points
Fix a parametrisation of the hump, thereafter denoted by 80. Its pre-
Kontsevich integral Zp80q has an inverse in D0{ t1T relationsu as usual via
power series.
Definition 3.1. Let µ : ra, bs ˆ RÑ Cˆ R be a path in the space of Morse
knots. The number of critical points of the knot µφ is then the same for
every value of φ. Call this number c and set
Zˆ1pµq “ Zp80q´c{2Z1pµq P A1
We will see later on (Theorem 3.3) that in the case of loops much less
care is required, and one can write
Zˆ1pγq “ Z
1pγq
Zp8qc{2
3.2 Zˆ1 on arbitrary paths
Let µ : ra, bs ˆ RÑ R3 be a path in the space of knots, generic with respect
to the Morse function. By this we mean that the knot µpφ, ¨q is Morse except
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at finitely many values of φ in pa, bq where its number of critical points jumps
up or down by 2. We are going to associate to µ a path µ˜ in the space of
Morse knots.
Let K “ µpa, ¨q, and k an integer at least equal to the number of positive
perestroikas (birth of a hump) in µ. We set
K˜ “ 8#k0 #K,
meaning that K receives k factors on the left, all of them isometric to 80.
The path µ˜ starts at K˜. Then, let the path µ unfold on the right factor, and
whenever a perestroika occurs in µ, replace it in µ˜ by the sliding of a hump
either to or from the stock of humps on the left—which can be done while
staying within the class of Morse knots ([18, Lemma 3.1]).
Definition 3.2. For a path µ as above, we set
Zˆ1pµq “ Zˆ1pµ˜q
It does not depend on the choice of k thanks to the property
Z1p8#µq “ Zp8qZ1pµq,
and it does not depend on the exact paths followed by the sliding humps by
the invariance property of Z1.
By taking limits, one sees that an alternative definition is to set Zˆ1pµq to
be the sum of Zˆ1 on all regular parts of µ and then add/subtract the cost of
moving an infinitesimal hump from ´8 to the place where each perestroika
occurs.
Theorem 3.1. Zˆ1 is a 1-cocycle in the space of long knots.
Proof. Given two paths µ1 and µ2, and an isotopy H : µ1 ù µ2, after con-
necting sufficiently large numbers of humps k1 and k2 one can mutate H
into an isotopy H˜ : µ˜1 ù µ˜2 that stays within the set of Morse knots. The
theorem follows then from the invariance of Z1.
3.3 More functoriality
Connected sum of loops
The connected sum of two loops γ and γ1 is defined by the loop φ ÞÑ γφ#γ1φ
after a rescaling to make the time scales match. It is obviously isotopic to
the loop pγ#K 1q ¨ pK#γ1q, whereby one can extend the results of Lemma 2.3,
given that the multiplicative correction from Z1 to Zˆ1 and from Z to Zˆ are
the same.
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Proposition 3.2. Let γ1 and γ2 be any two loops in the space of knots,
respectively in the knot types K1 and K2. Then
Zˆ1pγ1#γ2q “ Zˆ1pγ1qZˆpK2q ` ZˆpK1qZˆ1pγ2q
It was pointed out to us by Victoria Lebed that this makes Zˆ1 a Hochschild
1-cocycle.
The shadow 4T relations
Lemma 2.3 allows us to multiply Z1pγq and ZpKq within A1, where γ is a
Morse loop and K a Morse knot. This a priori says nothing about other
procedures usually defined under 4T relations, such as division by ZpKq,
commutation of the product in A0, generalised 1T relations, etc. We shall
fix this issue by the following theorem, whose proof makes the rest of this
subsection.
Theorem 3.3. Zˆ1pH1pKzΣqq Ă A1 is an A0-bimodule. Moreover, for every
γ P H1pKzΣq and every knot K,
Zˆ1pγqZˆpKq “ ZˆpKqZˆ1pγq
Pick an integerm ą 0 and let Im denote the subspace ofD0{ t1T relationsu
spanned by all differences ZmpKq´ZmpK˜q, whereK and K˜ are isotopic knots
and Zm stands for the part of Z of degree exactly m. On the other hand, let
Jm denote the subspace spanned by all 4T relators in degree m.
Lemma 3.4. For every m ą 0,
Im “ Jm
Proof. Considering a “strict” Kontsevich integral whose every m-th degree
part lives in D0m{ t1T; Imu rather than Dm0{ t1T; Jmu, one can repeat en-
tirely the proof of [1, Theorem 1], so that every “strict” weight system
w : D0m{ t1T; Imu Ñ C is the pull-back of a weight system in the usual sense
by the projection D0m{ t1T; Imu Dm0{ t1T; Jmu. Hence this projection is an
isomorphism.
Together with Lemma 2.3(b), this implies that if δ P D0 represents the
trivial class in A0, then δZ1pγq and Z1pγqδ both represent the trivial class in
A1, where γ is a loop in the space of Morse knots. Now since Zˆ1 is essentially
defined via such loops, we have the first part of the theorem.
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For the second part, note that if a loop is connected on the right to a
steady factor, this factor can be brought to the left before the loop starts,
and brought back to the right afterwards. The resulting loop is isotopic to
the original one.
4 Relation to Vassiliev 1-cocycles
4.1 Weight systems
The origin of the 4T relations lies in Birman–Lin’s [2] clever rewriting of
Vassiliev’s equations describing the first level of his spectral sequence [21],
whose kernel is made of principal parts of finite-type invariants. They show
that after an innocuous change of variables6, the equations that rule Vas-
siliev invariants take a very simple form freed from any local parameter, the
form that will eventually rule the invariance of the Kontsevich integral. The
situation is exactly similar here.
Definition 4.1. A weight system of order 1 and degreem is a linear combina-
tion of V -diagrams of degree m which, regarded as a functional w : D1 Ñ C,
descends to a functional on A1.
Definition 4.2. Let D be a V -diagram. The sign7 of D is defined by
SpDq “ p´1q
ř
tP,P 1u lkpP,P 1q
where the sum runs over all pairs of either two chords of D, or one chord and
the V . We define the involution σ on D1 by σpDq “ SpDqD.
Theorem 4.1. Let α be a Vassiliev 1-cocycle of degree m. Then, after the
change of variable σ, the projection of a principal part of α onto D1 is a
weight system of degree m.
The composition of this weight system with Zˆ1 outputs a 1-cocycle α˜.
Conjecture 4.2. For every 1-cocycle α as above, α˜ “ α.
The rest of this subsection is devoted to the proof of Theorem 4.1.
6By which the principal parts of Vassiliev invariants become what is called today a
weight system.
7This is a natural generalisation of the sign S defined in [2, p.241], except that Birman–
Lin’s version has an ingredient depending on the degree of D, which provides consistency
across the actuality tables. It would be harmless to add this ingredient here, but we would
gain nothing as we don’t have actuality tables—yet?
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Settings of the spectral sequence
The linear map from Vassiliev’s spectral sequence whose kernel consists of
principal parts of 1-cocycles of a given degree m can be described as
Ψ: D˜2m ‘Dm1 ‘Dm0,‹ Ñ Dm2 ‘Dm1,‹ ‘Dm0,‹‹
where
• D˜2m is the vector space generated by the collection of diagrams that
one can obtain by enhancing a V 2-diagram of degree m with a chord
between two points already indirectly8 linked by a V or a 3-edge graph.
• Dm1,‹ is generated by two kinds of diagrams: m-chord diagrams with a
star attached to the endpoint of a chord, and V 1-diagrams of degree m
with a lonely star in R (away from the chords).
• Dm0,‹ is generated by m-chord diagrams enhanced by a lonely star.
• Dm0,‹‹ is generated by m-chord diagrams enhanced by two lonely stars.
Up to incidence signs defined in [21, Chapter V, Section 3.3], Ψ maps a
generator of D˜2m to the sum of all possible ways to remove a chord whose
endpoints remain indirectly connected, and a generator of Dm1 or Dm0,‹ to
the sum of all ways to shrink an admissible9 interval of R to a point, which
becomes a star when the interval was initially bounded by the two endpoints
of an isolated chord.
It is not difficult to see that modulo the image of the preceding map in
the spectral sequence, any element in Ker Ψ has a representative that does
not involve diagrams in Dm0,‹. Hence we can consider the restriction
Ψ: D˜2m ‘Dm1 Ñ Dm2 ‘Dm1,‹
1T and 2T relations
Considering the preimage of both kinds of generators of Dm1,‹ shows respec-
tively that the part in Dm1 of any element of Ker Ψ has to satisfy 1T and
2T relations—note that these are unaffected by the change of variable σ.
Assuming these relations, we are now left with a restriction
Ψ: D˜2m ‘Dm1 Ñ Dm2
8No bigons are allowed.
9The interval cannot contain the endpoint of a chord in its interior, has to be bounded
by either a star and the endpoint of a chord, or two endpoints of chords, in which case
these cannot be the two tips of the V .
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16T and 28T relations—see Appendix C
To understand the equations coming from the generators of Dm2 with a 3-edge
tree, we restrict our attention to 16 such V 2-diagrams that differ only by the
way their tree’s vertices are connected. The corresponding submatrix of Ψ
has:
• 16 rows, one for each diagram from Figure 2;
• 15 columns (say, on the left) corresponding to generators of D˜2m;
• 72 columns (on the right) corresponding to V -diagrams.
Denote this 16ˆ 87 matrix byM and its 16ˆ 15 left submatrix byM1. First
we observe that M1 has rank 10. It means that there are six independent
ways to combine the rows of M so as to end up with 15 zeroes on the left.
Denote by M2 the 6ˆ72 matrix on the right of these zeroes: it is the list of
all 6 equations that has to satisfy the Dm1-part of any element of KerM . It
is now a general fact that we have a decomposition
KerM “ KerM1 ‘ E
where E is a subspace of KerM that is mapped isomorphically onto KerM2
by the second projection D˜2m ‘ Dm1 Ñ Dm1. In other words, any solution to
the six equations in M2 will extend into a solution of the equations in M .
One easily checks that KerM1 is generated by boundaries from the pre-
ceding map in the spectral sequence, so that we are left with the six equations
from M2. After the change of variable σ, they are exactly the three 16T re-
lations and the three 28T relations.
4ˆ4T relations—see Appendix C
Finally, to understand the equations coming from those generators of Dm2
that have two V ’s, we enhance a chord diagram with two full triangles and
consider all 9 V 2-diagrams obtained by removing one chord from each tri-
angle. The corresponding submatrix of Ψ has 9 rows, 6 D˜2m-columns and 36
Dm1-columns. The previous arguments can be repeated and this time we ob-
tain four equations in the end, which are exactly the 4ˆ 4T relations described
in Subsection 1.3.
Remark 4.1. This process of getting rid of non-essential variables in Vas-
siliev’s spaces by row combinations was already used in [2] to obtain the 4T
relations for the first time.
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4.2 Integration over the Gramain cycle
The Gramain cycle, denoted by rotpKq, consists of rotating a long knot K
once around its axis. The branches of the knot can be parametrised by
zipφ, tq “ zip0, tqe
?´1φ φ P r0, 2pis
so that the differential form ωij becomes
B logpzi ´ zjq|φ“0
Bt dt`
?´1dφ
Using the Fubini theorem one can integrate with respect to φ first, and
be left with coefficients of the Kontsevich integral of K.
For example, there are two principal parts of the Teiblum–Turchin cocycle
in the literature, [23, Formula (10)]10 and [22, Figure 4]. After keeping only
the part in D1 and applying the involution σ, one obtains weight systems w1
and w2, and it is easy to check that both of them evaluate on Z1protpKqq
into the coefficient of in ZpKq. As a result:
w1pZˆ1protpKqqq “ w2pZˆ1protpKqqq “ v2pKq
If one can prove Conjecture 4.2, this will settle Turchin’s conjecture that the
Teiblum–Turchin cocycle evaluates on rot into the Casson invariant.
A Appendix: Questions
Question A.1. Does Zˆ1 contain more information about a knot than Zˆ? Is
Zˆ1protpKqq already as powerful as ZˆpKq?
There is strong evidence that our integral Zˆ1 is related with Vassiliev
1-cocycles, and Theorem 4.1 can be seen as one half of a generalisation of [1,
Theorem 1]. The other half would be
Question A.2 (Conjecture 4.2). Is it true that a weight system evaluated on
Zˆ1 outputs a Vassiliev 1-cocycle, of the same degree, whose principal part is
essentially the initial weight system?
Relatedly,
Question A.3. Is there a generalisation of the notion of derivative of a knot
invariant in the case of 1-cocycles? Is there a generalisation of Vassiliev’s
and Birman–Lin’s actuality tables?
10This one contains a typo, the second to last sign should be ´ rather than `, so that
after the change of variable σ all three remaining signs are positive.
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Question A.4. Is there a way to derive weight systems from Lie algebras
as in [1, Theorem 4]? If 4T relations relate to the Jacobi identity, what do
16{28T relations relate to?
Question A.5. To which extent can one develop the functoriality properties
of Zˆ and Zˆ1? In particular the categorical aspects related to [8]?
The construction of Zˆ1 was partly made to fix the fact that a hump, no
matter how small, sliding along a knot, has a non-trivial Z1 cost.
Question A.6. Is it true11 that if s denotes the sliding of a hump along a
long knot all the way from ´8 to `8, then Z1psq is an invariant of Morse
knots?
If the answer turns out to be yes, this invariant will have to be compared
with Fiedler’s scan invariants [11]. Here we are scanning the knot from the
inside rather than from the outside. This question is equivalent to whether
or not Zp8q commutes with Z1pµq where µ is an arbitrary path of Morse
knots—this is known to hold for loops by Theorem 3.3.
Similarly, a stronger version of Lemma 2.3 will hold with arbitrary paths
instead of loops in (b) and (c), if one can answer positively the following
question:
Question A.7. Is it true12 that given a path µ in the space of Morse knots,
the map
K ÞÑ Z1pK#µq
defines an invariant of Morse knots?
B Appendix: Some details in the proof of co-
cyclicity of Z1
The fact that Z1 vanishes on a stratum of type tj “ tj`1 “ tj`2 is proved
by the identity Ωn ^ Λn ´ Λn ^ Ωn “ 0. Indeed, this stratum corresponds
to an ordinary chord reaching the level of the V , which can occur from two
directions with opposite incidence signs.
11Most likely not, for categorical reasons pointed out by João Faria Martins.
12Again very unlikely for categorical reasons pointed out by João Faria Martins.
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Now in the expansion of Ωn^Λn´Λn^Ωn, one can immediately discard
the contributions where five strands are involved (because a (C-valued) 2-
form will commute with a 1-form and the chord diagrams also commute in
this case), as well as those with only three strands involved (because the
exterior product of the corresponding forms vanishes already).
One is left with the four-strand contributions, with diagrams that are
desingularisations of spanning trees of a complete 4-vertex graph. The fol-
lowing lemma is proved in [17].
Lemma B.1. Let T be a tree with p vertices, labelled from 1 to p. The
following differential form on Cp, defined up to sign
ωT “
ľ
all edges ti, ju of T
dzi ´ dzj
is equal (up to sign) to the form
ωp “
pÿ
i“1
p´1qidz1 . . .xdzi . . . dzp
It follows that, in every contribution involving four strands, say z1, z2,
z3, z4, one can set aside as an overall factor the form
ω4
pz1 ´ z2qpz1 ´ z3qpz1 ´ z4qpz2 ´ z3qpz2 ´ z4qpz3 ´ z4q
and every summand in what remains is the product of a polynomial of degree
3 in the variables zi with some V -diagram on n-strands.
There are 20 monomials of degree 3 in four variables, but those of the
form z3i never contribute, since it would mean that zi is not involved in some
denominator, a contradiction with T being a tree.
So the identity Ωn ^ Λn ´ Λn ^ Ωn “ 0 is equivalent to the vanishing of
16 combinations of V -diagrams. The corresponding 16ˆ72 matrix has rank
6 and the same kernel as the matrix M2 from Subsection 4.1—so both sets
of rows span the same space, which means that Ωn ^ Λn ´ Λn ^ Ωn “ 0 is
equivalent to the 16T and 28T relations.
The proof that Z1 vanishes on strata of type “tj “ tj`1 and tk “ tk`1”
using the 4ˆ4T relations is similar.
Remark B.1. Using Arnold’s lemma, the 2-form Λn can be rewritten up to
a constant factor as the following, summed over all 1 ď i ă j ă k ď n:˜
`
i j k i j k
¸
ωij^ωjk `
˜
´
i j k i j k
¸
ωij^ωik
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Hence, the theory of Cirio–Faria Martins [8] can be applied: using the left
action Ż of chord diagrams on n strands on V -diagrams on n-strands given
by aŻb “ ab´ba and the couple pA,Bq “ pΩn,Λnq, the 2-curvature of pA,Bq
is exactly Ωn^Λn´Λn^Ωn, while the 16T and 28T relations are equivalent
to the six relations from [8, Theorem 10]. The first result discussed in this
appendix can therefore be regarded as a particular case of this theorem.
C Appendix: Key matrices in Vassiliev’s spec-
tral sequence
We give here the left submatrices from Subsection 4.1 which are the key to
find the 16T, 28T and 4ˆ4T relations. The right submatrices are too large
to be displayed here but can be computed easily using the results from [17].
Here is the 9ˆ6 matrix from Paragraph 4ˆ4T relations.
` `
´ `
` `
` ´
´ ´
` ´
` `
´ `
` `
Its kernel is 1-dimensional generated by the boundary of the diagram ,
so it does not contribute in Vassiliev’s cohomology. The kernel of its trans-
pose, however, is generated by the following, which yield the 4ˆ4T relations.
p 1 1 ¨ 1 1 ¨ ¨ ¨ ¨ q
p ¨ 1 1 ¨ 1 1 ¨ ¨ ¨ q
p ¨ ¨ ¨ 1 1 ¨ 1 1 ¨ q
p ¨ ¨ ¨ ¨ 1 1 ¨ 1 1 q
Now here is the 16ˆ15 matrix M1 from Subsection 4.1, Paragraph 16T
and 28T relations.
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´ ´ ´
´ ´ ´
` ´ `
` ` ´
` ´ `
´ ´ ´
` ` `
´ ` ´
´ ´ ´
` ´ ´
` ´ `
` ` `
` ` ´
` ´ ´
´ ´ `
` ´ `
The incidence signs are p´1qj´1 where j is the label of the removed chord,
where the chords are labeled from 1 to 4 lexicographically according to the
ordering of the vertices:
1
2 3
4
One can see that KerM1 is generated by any five of the boundaries of
the diagrams , , , , , by the preceding map in the spectral
sequence, so it does not contribute to the cohomology.
On the other hand, KerMT1 is generated by the six following vectors.
p ¨ ¨ ¨ ¨ 1 1 1 1 ¨ ¨ ¨ ¨ ¨ ¨ ¨ ¨ q
p ¨ ¨ ¨ ¨ ¨ ¨ ¨ ¨ 1 1 1 1 ¨ ¨ ¨ ¨ q
p ¨ ¨ ¨ ¨ ¨ ¨ ¨ ¨ ¨ ¨ ¨ ¨ 1 ´1 1 ´1 q
p 1 1 ¨ ¨ ¨ ¨ 1 1 ´1 ¨ ¨ ¨ 1 ¨ ¨ ¨ q
p ¨ 1 1 ¨ ¨ ¨ ¨ 1 ¨ ¨ 1 1 ¨ 1 ¨ ¨ q
p ¨ ¨ 1 1 ¨ 1 ¨ 1 ¨ ¨ ¨ 1 ¨ ¨ 1 ¨ q
After the change of variable σ, Vassiliev’s incidence signs coincide with
the signs defining our compact variables in Notation 1.1, up to Vassiliev’s εζ.
The latter is ´1 in the case of , and [17, Theorem 3.1, Example
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4.3]. After changing accordingly the signs in Columns 8, 9 and 16 in the six
vectors above, one recovers the 16T and 28T relations as expected.
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